
  

 SCAA Gallery Show Intention Contract 

The SCAA Gallery is available for specific dates each year for solo or group shows. 
SCAA Artist(s) in good membership standing will have the opportunity to utilize the SCAA 
Gallery for an approximate two week time period, for solo or shared shows.(Shared shows are 
not to exceed four participants.) There will be a fee for use.   
  
Rules for use 

Artist(s) must be members in good standing. 

Artist(s) and their works will be juried-in by the Gallery Committee and/or Chairpersons. 

SCAA Gallery will be available for up to 5 shows per year. Available dates to be determined by 
the SCAA Gallery Committee. 

Artist(s) agrees to pay $250 for this privilege w/ a $50 non-refundable deposit.  

Artist(s) must sign the SCAA Gallery Show Intention contract and pay the non-refundable $50 
upon approval of show.   

Artist(s) must either cancel or pay the balance of $200 two months in advance of the show. 

Artist(s) agrees to keep the SCAA Gallery open during regular posted gallery hours. SCAA 
Gallery may be kept open additional times during the week for receptions or invited guests.  

Artist(s) are responsible for obtaining a liquor license prior to their opening if wine is to be 
served. No hard liquor allowed in the SCAA Gallery.  

Artist(s) agrees to pay SCAA a 25% commission on all items sold thru the SCAA Gallery. 

Artist(s) are responsible for their own advertising. In addition, publicity for 
Artist(s) shows will be included in SCAA Gallery publicity and the SCAA newsletter when 
applicable. 
 
Artist(s) must act/dress appropriately as they will be representing the SCAA Gallery and SCAA 
Membership. 
Artist(s) must transact ALL sales thru the SCAA Gallery register. 

The Gallery Committee is available for help and advice if needed.   

SCAA Gallery Chairpersons 
  Mardi Georgio 661-857-3372 

   Chrystal Walker 818-322-5045 
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SCAA GALLERY SHOW INTENTION CONTRACT 

I,________________________________________ request use of the SCAA Gallery  
   Name of applicant please print 

located at 22508 6th Street, Newhall, Ca 91321 on    _________,__________,_______ 
                                                                                           day                  month                    year 
for the period of 2 weeks for a  private    SOLO    /   GROUP    show. 
                                              please circle choice 

I have read and understand the attached rules.   
I understand the $50.00 deposit is non-refundable.   

The balance of $200.00 being due on        _______,_________________,___________ 
                                             day                          month                                    year 

____________________________________________                            _______________________________________________ 
Applicant signature                                                                                      Applicant signature 2 

______________________________________________                      ________________________________________________ 
Applicant signature 3                                                                                 Applicant signature 4 

Accepted on ______,___________,_______ by _______________________________. 
                         day                month                      year                                   SCAA Gallery Chairperson      
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SCAA Liability and Commission Agreement
The Santa Clarita Artists Association (SCAA), the SCAA Board Members, their volunteers, agents 
and employees assume no responsibility for loss, theft, damage, or destruction of any artwork during 
handling or exhibiting of artwork at any venue/event/show sponsored by SCAA.  The SCAA and the 
event location’s owner(s) are not responsible for Personal Loss or injury.   
It is understood that a 25% commission (per piece) will be paid to the SCAA if any 
member’s art work is sold while on display at any hanging/event/show sponsored by the 
SCAA.  This agreement will remain enforced as long as the artist is a member of the SCAA 
or until policy/procedures changes and a new signature statement is needed.  
By paying your dues you understand and agree to the above statements and terms.
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